
Chapter 4: Statistics 
Stats are derived from a character’s Abilities. Stats are used more often during combat than 

Abilities are, and Stats are more frequently modified by Weapons, Armor, Accessories, and 

Magic than Abilities are. 

Stat Descriptions 
What follows is a description of each of the Statistics (or Stats for short; there are 8, or 13 if you 

count each Elemental Affinity separately). Each description covers what each Stat is for and 

how it is used. This section will eventually have a lot more flavor text, by the way. As will the 

entire book, as far as that goes. There will be historical stuff, classic spells and items from old 

games, and so on. For now, let’s stick with the rules. 

Hit Points - HP 
This Stat represents how much damage a character can endure, in an abstract sort of way. 

While it does represent how many times your character can be struck with a blunt instrument, it 

also represents how good your character is at dodging blows, how worn out your character is, 

and so on. Some Techniques even use Hit Points the way Magic uses Magic Points. 

Using HP 

HP are pretty direct – when you take damage, you lose HP. When your character’s HP reach 0, 

your character dies1 (which is bad, but not as bad as it might be in other role playing games…). 

Poison can also affect HP, as can other special effects, in the form of the HP Drain Status 

Effect, among others (see Chapter #, page ###). There are also some Techniques and Magic 

Items that cost HP to use, but those are unusual and handled on a case by case basis.  

Characters regain 2 HP per level during an Incomplete Rest, and regain their entire pool of lost 

HP during a Complete Rest. HP can also be regained through magic, potions, and herbal 

poultices. In order to regain HP at all, however, the character needs to have at least 1 HP left. 

Once a character has been reduced to 0 HP or less, they must be revived before they can be 

healed. 

Determining HP 

Your character’s HP is equal to 2x VI + WI. As the character’s VI and WI Abilities increase, so 

do his or her HP. For every point of VI the character gains (through leveling, temporary magical 

effects, and so on), the character also gains 2 HP. For every point of WI the character gains, he 

or she gains 1 HP. The converse is also true – if your character loses VI or WI, he or she also 

loses HP. 

                                                
1
 Or falls unconscious, or faints, or whatever your group decides is the right way to describe a condition 

where the character cannot be revived without outside help of some kind. Dragon Warrior 2 referred to 
this condition as being “dead as a pork chop”, but if your group prefers for it to sound less… final, feel free 
to use whatever term you want. In fact, it’s useful to call this sort of “death” something besides being 
dead, since actual, permanent character death can make for an outstanding plot development, as many 
classic 8 and 16 bit gamers would agree. 



Magic Points - MP 
Magic Points represent a measure of a character’s connection with the magical forces of the 

world around them. Magic Points are used for casting Spells, and not much else. It is important 

to note that some things that aren’t really spells (like Techniques and some magic weapon 

abilities) occasionally use MP to operate. 

Using MP 

Magic Points are a spendable resource. As you cast spells, you spend MP. A character who 

doesn’t have enough MP to cover the cost of a spell (or what have you) can’t use it. Certain 

special attacks can also drain off MP. Having an MP of 0 simply means that the character can’t 

use magical abilities or effects that require MP. 

Characters regain 2 MP per level during an Incomplete Rest, and regain their entire pool of MP 

during a Complete Rest. MP can also be regained through magic and potions. 

Determining MP 

Your character’s MP is equal to 2x IN + WI. As the character’s IN and WI abilities increase, so 

does their MP total. A character gains 2 MP for each point of IN they gain, and 1 MP for each 

point of WI they gain. The converse is also true; if your character loses IN or WI, he or she also 

loses MP. 

Attack - ATT 
A character’s ATT shows how skilled they are when wielding weapons. A character’s ATT 

determines how likely the character is to hit and how much damage they deal when they do, all 

with a single roll. 

Using ATT 

When you try to hit something in combat with a weapon, you roll 5d10 and add your ATT. 

Anything in excess of the target’s DEF is damage suffered by the target. Although some special 

circumstances can change the way ATT works, this is how it usually operates. 

Determining ATT 

Your ATT is usually equal to your ST Ability plus the ATT of the weapon you are using. 

Defense - DEF 
A character’s DEF indicates how difficult they are to hit and how resistant to damage they are. 

Yes, this Stat covers some of the same ground as HP, but a character’s DEF is based (at least 

partially) on Armor, and can be more easily modified through magic. Moreover, a character’s 

DEF doesn’t change just because you got hit. 

Using DEF 

Whenever an attack is made against a character with a weapon (or an unarmed attack, or a 

creature’s natural weapons, and so on), the character’s DEF is subtracted from the roll. Any 

positive numbers leftover are HP damage to the character, while any 0 or negative number is 

ignored. Basically, any attack roll result in excess of the character’s DEF is damage dealt to the 



character, lessened by an amount equal to the character’s DEF. Critical Hits bypass DEF, 

dealing the full result of the attack roll as damage. 

Determining DEF 

A character’s DEF is equal to their AG Ability + the DEF of the armor they are wearing. Other 

items of equipment – shields, accessories, and so on – can also add in to a character’s DEF 

Stat. 

Magic Defense - MDEF 
A character’s MDEF is reduces damage a character takes from most spells and mystical 

creature attacks (a dragon’s fiery breath, for instance). MDEF only applies to immediate 

damage, and does not impact Ongoing Damage from Status Effects, even if those Status 

Effects were inflicted magically, although it does provide resistance to spells and mystical 

effects that inflict Status Effects. 

Using MDEF 

When a character is hit with a damage-dealing spell or mystical effect, the damage they take is 

reduced by an amount equal to their MDEF. If the spell or effect inflicts a Status Effect, then the 

Spell or Effect will have an Effect Strength (usually a value + 5d10). If the Effect Strength is less 

than your character’s MDEF, the character is unaffected.  

Determining MDEF 

A character’s MDEF is equal to his or her WI ability + the MDEF of whatever armor, shield, or 

accessories they are wearing. 

Move - MOVE 
Your MOVE indicates the number of squares a character can move during the Movement part of 

their turn during combat. 

Using MOVE 

As previously indicated, the character’s MOVE indicates how many squares he or she can move 

in a single action during combat. To do so, you simply declare that you are moving, and then 

move a number of squares up to this Stat’s value. Some other things can be done during the 

Movement portion of a Character’s turn, such as searching an area or drawing a weapon. These 

things cost varying numbers of squares of movement; for a complete list, see Chapter #, page 

###. MOVE is only used if your group is using a Battle Map; if not, you can feel free to ignore 

this Stat. 

Determining MOVE 

All characters begin with a MOVE of 6. 

Critical Margin - CM 
This Stat indicates how likely you are to both succeed greatly and fail horribly. As described in 

the Error! Reference source not found. on page Error! Bookmark not defined., your CM is 

used directly to find out whether or not your dice results indicate a critical success or failure. 



Using CM 

Using Critical Margin is described in the Ability Check section (page Error! Bookmark not 

defined.). The same rules apply when you make an attack roll using ATT – if your roll on 5d10 

for Abilities or ATT is within your Critical Margin of 50, you have achieved Critical Success. If 

your roll is 15 minus your critical margin or less, congrats – you have failed on an epic scale! If 

you’re not good at quick mental math or memorizing numbers, it might be useful to note your 

ranges for critical success and failure – there’s a spot on your character sheet for it, just in case 

you need it. 

Determining CM 

A character’s CM is equal to 1 for every 20 full LU he or she possesses; the maximum value 

any character can have for his or her CM is 10 (which yields a critical failure only on a roll of all 

ones on 5d10, and a critical success on results from 40 to 50). 

Elemental Affinities 
A collection of six different Stats; the Elemental Affinities are like DEF and MDEF, except they’re 

a lot more specific: they only apply to damage of a specific type. For instance, FIRE only applies 

to Fire damage. Elemental Affinities typically come from the character’s magic equipment, 

although they can be a part of a character’s Race or Class.  Also unlike DEF and MDEF, 

Elemental Affinities must be more specifically typed with Aspects indicating Resistance (r), 

Absorption (a), or Vulnerability (v). 

Each of the Elemental Affinities, and what the Aspects (Resistance, Absorption, or Vulnerability) 

mean are described below in their own sections. The Elements themselves are discussed in 

more detail in a variety of places in the text, most importantly in the Equipment, Magic, 

Technique, and Monster chapters (pages ###, ###, ###, and ###, respectively). Simply put, the 

Elements are tags assigned to Damage that indicate that the damage is of a special type. 

Acid Affinity – ACID 

Acid Affinity includes anything that burns due to chemical reactions, including both acids and 

bases, which come from physical contact, and, like Fire, do not cause further systemic 

reactions. Things that qualify include acidic sprays, spit, or blood, bases, and other such things. 

Things that are specifically excluded include fire (which technically burns through chemical 

reaction and physical contact, but is specifically included in Fire Affinity), and radiation (which 

burns with a chemical reaction, but without physical contact). 

Electricity Affinity - ELEC 

 Electric damage burns like fire, but it also causes convulsive muscular contractions, disrupts 

nervous systems, and can burn from the inside out – so it gets its own Elemental Affinity. 

Lightning and electric shocks pretty much make up the whole of what causes this sort of 

damage, but the GM may include more exotic things like plasma and radiation if he or she 

thinks they belong in the game and qualify. Basically, anything that burns and causes further 

damage to bodily systems can qualify for this more or less catch-call Element. 



Fire Affinity - FIRE 

Fire damage includes anything that burns from heat, but does not cause other systemic 

disruption. Things that qualify include actual fire, direct heat, lasers, and so on. Things that are 

specifically excluded include electricity and lightning (which cause burns, but also cause 

systemic disruption), acid (which burns, but not with heat), and radiation (which burns, but 

again, without heat). 

Ice Affinity – ICE 

Freezing cold can cause severe injuries ranging from chilblains to hypothermia. The Ice 

Element refers to things that deal damage through severe cold. In many ways, the Ice Element 

is the opposite of the Fire Element, but the two aren’t exclusive to one another; there are all 

sorts of Sword of Fire and Ice kind of weapons in those classic role playing video games, and 

they are more than a little cool… and hot… 

Profane Affinity - PROF 

The opposite of the Sacred Element, this Element represents pure evil energies, the sort of 

thing that demons, the undead, and Things That Should Not Be thrive on. Profane energies 

often empower such creatures, but cause horrible, rotting damage to normal things. Profane 

energies are not to be trifled with, and are likely to corrupt even the most virtuous user; 

creatures powered by the Sacred (like angels) cannot use the Profane at all, and are often 

vulnerable to it. 

Sacred Affinity - SACR 

Sacred energies, which represent blasts of pure goodness or positive energies, can damage 

profane things like demons, the undead, and Things That Should Not Be. Theoretically, pure 

goodness can also damage “bad guys” – people who walk the path of evil, or anyone who isn’t 

purely good, making it an effective weapon. It is difficult for evil sorts to channel Sacred 

Energies because they have a purifying effect on the user, and it is impossible for creatures 

powered by the Profane (like demons and the undead) to use them at all. 

Affinity Aspects 

There are three aspects an Affinity can take – Absorption, Resistance, and Vulnerability. Any 

given Affinity can only have one; if for some reason a character has two or more Aspects for the 

same Affinity, only the one with the highest value counts. 

Example: Dudley’s character Garth the Strong has a Ring of Fire Absorption that has FIRE 10a 

(that is, Fire Affinity 10 with the Absorption aspect). He then finds a suit of Asbestos Armor that 

provides FIRE 20r. If he wears the armor, he loses the FIRE 10a provided by his ring, since the 

FIRE 20r provided by his armor has a higher value. If he had found Armor of Snuggly 

Warmness that provided ICE 20r, he could wear that without affecting his ring, however, 

because Ice is (obviously) a different Elemental Affinity.  

There is a special fourth Aspect – Infinite – that is described below that replaces the value of the 

Elemental Affinity and still requires another Aspect. The Aspects and the rules governing them 

follow. 



Absorption - a 

The Absorption Aspect means that the character draws power from attacks of that nature. The 

character heals HP at a 1 point healed per 1 point of damage taken up to the value of the 

Affinity; any healing that would take the character past his normal maximum Hit Point total is 

applied to MP instead (additional healing beyond the character’s maximum MP is lost). Damage 

beyond the value of the Affinity harms the character normally. 

Resistance - r 

The Resistance Aspect reduces the damage the character takes from attacks of that Affinity. 

The damage is reduced by an amount equal to the value of the Affinity. This is by far the most 

common Aspect, and within a few levels of starting, almost every character will have a point or 

two of Resistance in one Elemental Affinity or another. 

Vulnerability - v 

This Aspect is a bad one – any time the character takes damage of this type, the character 

takes additional damage equal to the value of this Affinity. This Aspect is rare for characters, 

and is primarily used for strange magic armor configurations and exotic races. In Monsters, on 

the other hand, this is a common feature, and one magic users should become acquainted with. 

Infinite - ∞ 

Infinite replaces the number value of an Elemental Affinity, making that value infinite. Infinite 

requires an Aspect – typically Resistance (∞r). It is possible to also have ∞ Absorption (∞a, 

meaning that all damage of that type heals the character), and even ∞ Vulnerability (∞v, 

meaning that even a single point of damage of that type kills instantly). Needless to say, Infinite 

is a rare and powerful special Aspect. Generally reserved for high level play, although many 

weak undead and demons have Sacred ∞v; other similar corollaries are left to the imagination 

and the Monsters chapter (page ###). 

Using Elemental Affinities 

Elemental Affinities are used as indicated above; essentially, they work like DEF and MDEF, 

except they are applied after those Stats are used. Although a Critical Hit bypasses DEF, it does 

not bypass Elemental Affinities. 

Determining Elemental Affinities 

Although it is possible to gain an Elemental Affinity from a Race or Personality, Elemental 

Affinities usually come from Defensive Magic or Equipment. Whatever value the spell or 

equipment has, the character gains. Remember that multiple sources for the same Affinity do 

not stack, however, even if they have a different Aspect – the highest value always wins.  

The only exception to this is a Vulnerability gained from a Race; this shouldn’t happen, but if it 

does, the Vulnerability still applies no matter what, bypassing any other Affinity for the Element 

a character might have. If your character’s Race naturally has ICE 10v, you will take at least 10 

points of Ice damage from any Ice attack, even if you have magic armor that gives you ICE ∞a 

(you would absorb all the cold damage from any attack, and then take 10 points of cold 

damage; apply the v last, after the a or r had been resolved). 
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